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RESEARCH PAPER

Mistranslating the genetic code with leucine in yeast and mammalian cells
Josephine Davey-Younga*, Farah Hasana*, Rasangi Tennakoona, Peter Rozika, Henry Mooreb, Peter Halla, 
Ecaterina Cozmaa, Julie Genereauxa, Kyle S. Hoffmanc, Patricia P. Chanb, Todd M. Loweb, Christopher J. Brandla, 
and Patrick O’Donoghuea,d

aDepartment of Biochemistry, The University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada; bDepartment of Biomolecular Engineering, Baskin 
School of Engineering & UCSC Genomics Institute, University of California Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA, USA; cBioinformatic Solutions, Inc, Waterloo, 
Ontario, Canada; dDepartment of Chemistry, The University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT
Translation fidelity relies on accurate aminoacylation of transfer RNAs (tRNAs) by aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases 
(AARSs). AARSs specific for alanine (Ala), leucine (Leu), serine, and pyrrolysine do not recognize the anticodon 
bases. Single nucleotide anticodon variants in their cognate tRNAs can lead to mistranslation. Human genomes 
include both rare and more common mistranslating tRNA variants. We investigated three rare human tRNALeu 

variants that mis-incorporate Leu at phenylalanine or tryptophan codons. Expression of each tRNALeu antic-
odon variant in neuroblastoma cells caused defects in fluorescent protein production without significantly 
increased cytotoxicity under normal conditions or in the context of proteasome inhibition. Using tRNA 
sequencing and mass spectrometry we confirmed that each tRNALeu variant was expressed and generated 
mistranslation with Leu. To probe the flexibility of the entire genetic code towards Leu mis-incorporation, we 
created 64 yeast strains to express all possible tRNALeu anticodon variants in a doxycycline-inducible system. 
While some variants showed mild or no growth defects, many anticodon variants, enriched with G/C at 
positions 35 and 36, including those replacing Leu for proline, arginine, alanine, or glycine, caused dramatic 
reductions in growth. Differential phenotypic defects were observed for tRNALeu mutants with synonymous 
anticodons and for different tRNALeu isoacceptors with the same anticodon. A comparison to tRNAAla antic-
odon variants demonstrates that Ala mis-incorporation is more tolerable than Leu at nearly every codon. The 
data show that the nature of the amino acid substitution, the tRNA gene, and the anticodon are each important 
factors that influence the ability of cells to tolerate mistranslating tRNAs.
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Introduction

In all cells, accurate aminoacylation of each tRNA is required for 
high fidelity translation of the genetic code. Two independently 
evolved families [1] of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (class I and II 
AARSs) are responsible for catalysing the ligation of a specific 
amino acid to its cognate tRNA in an ATP-dependent reaction [2]. 
Each tRNA includes a set of identity element nucleotides that are 
essential for accurate and efficient aminoacylation [3]. For many of 
the tRNAs, the anticodon or a portion of the anticodon sequence 
are critical identity elements, thus physically linking the amino 
acid with the anticodon to define codon assignments. For alanyl- 
[4], seryl- [5], pyrrolysyl- [6,7], and leucyl-tRNA synthetases 
(LeuRS) [8,9], the anticodon is not recognized. In the case of 
LeuRS, the major identity elements in human tRNALeu include 
the discriminator base (A73), base pairs in the acceptor stem (A4: 
U69, G5:C68), and the extra-long variable arm (Figure 1) [10].

Protein synthesis is normally a high-fidelity process, with 
error rates indicating that 1 in every 1,000–10,000 codons are 
mis-read [11]. Specific measurements with sensitive lumines-
cent reporters suggest that background error rates could be as 
low as 1 mistake in every 106 to 108 codons [12–14]. Despite 

these low basal error rates, cells representing the diversity of 
life including bacterial [15,16], yeast [17–19], and mammalian 
cells [20–23] are able to tolerate significantly elevated mis-
translation levels of 1–10% per codon, in some cases without 
substantial growth defects [17,21,22]. There are several dis-
tinct mechanisms that cause errors in protein synthesis by 
affecting the accuracy of aminoacylation or decoding on the 
ribosome. While AARSs show significant selectivity for their 
cognate amino acids, some AARSs require editing domains 
that function in cis [24,25] or in trans [26,27] to discriminate 
between similar amino acids and hydrolyse mis- 
aminoacylated tRNAs. Editing-defective AARSs are known 
to cause mistranslation and some mutants are associated 
with neurodegenerative disease [28].

Mistranslating tRNAs were first identified in selections for 
suppressors of nonsense or missense mutations in essential 
genes, such as tryptophan synthase [29]. Recently, we character-
ized mistranslation resulting from both synthetic and naturally 
occurring tRNA variants in yeast [17–19] and mammalian cells
[20–23]. Analysing sequence data from the 1000 Genomes and 
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TOPMED projects, we identified many distinct tRNA variants in 
humans that cause mistranslation [30]. In a targeted sequencing 
study, we observed that individuals carry 60–70 single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) in their tRNA genes with ~10 rare alleles 
per person [31]. For example, a tRNASer

AGA G35A variant occurs 
in 2% of the population [30–32] and causes mis-incorporation of 
serine (Ser) at phenylalanine (Phe) codons in murine and human 
cells [20]. The resulting mistranslation leads to toxicity and defects 
in protein production and degradation. Furthermore, the mutant 
tRNA showed super-additive or synthetic toxicity with a causative 
allele for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [23] and inhibited the ability 
of cells to degrade poly-glutamine aggregates that cause 
Huntington’s disease [20]. Conversely, we investigated alanine 
(Ala) and glycine (Gly) tRNA variants that occur in 2–8% of the 
population [21]. These enabled substantial Ala mis-incorporation 
at Gly codons, yet the conservative Ala for Gly substitution was 
well tolerated by mammalian cells [21].

Based on the demonstrated potential of natural human 
tRNA variants to generate mistranslation and cause negative 
genetic interactions with disease-causing alleles, we character-
ized mistranslation, protein production, and cytotoxicity from 
rare human tRNALeu variants that decode Phe or Trp codons 
in neuroblastoma cells (Table 1). Because each variant caused 
significant yet relatively minor defects in protein production 
and no cytotoxicity despite ample evidence of mistranslation 
from mass spectrometry, we investigated the complete catalo-
gue of tRNALeu anticodon variants using an inducible system 
in yeast. Together the data reveal a large library of tRNALeu 

missense suppressor variants that show the cell’s ability to 
tolerate Leu mis-incorporation depends on the nature of the 
tRNA and the amino acid substitution.

Material and methods

DNA constructs

Genomic DNA from HEK 293T cells (ATCC #CRL-3216) was 
used as a template to PCR amplify human tRNALeu genes 
(Leu-CAA-3-1 and Leu-AAG-3-1). Anticodon mutants were 
generated using overlap extension PCR as before [20]. 
Forward and reverse primers (all DNA primers are listed in 
Table S1) captured the tRNA gene and 300 base pairs of 
surrounding tRNA sequence, which are sufficient for regu-
lated tRNA expression in mammalian cells [23]. The tRNALeu 

anticodon mutants were generated by an overlap extension 
PCR protocol as before [20]. PciI sites in each primer flank 
the tRNA allele and enable subsequent digestion and ligation 

into a permissive site in the WT-PAN plasmid, which was 
a gift from Tao Pan (Addgene plasmid # 99638) [37]. WT- 
PAN is a pCDNA derived vector expressing a GFP-mCherry 
gene that we use to identify transfected cells and monitor 
protein production levels. All plasmids were verified by 
DNA sequencing (Azenta Life Sciences, Plainfield, NJ, USA).

Yeast tRNALeu (UAA; YNCB0012W) including approximately 
300 base pairs of up and downstream-flanking sequence was 
amplified by PCR using genomic DNA as template and primers 
UL0676 and YI6283A (Table S1). The tRNA was cloned into the 
LEU2 centromeric plasmid YCplac111 with a tetracycline induci-
ble promoter positioned such that its transcription would run into 
the 3’ side of the tRNA [38]. The plasmid pCB4727 was obtained 
through a triple ligation with the PCR tRNALeu fragment digested 
EcoRI (5’ end) - NotII (3’ end), the TetO promoter from pCB4695 
[38] digested BamHI-NotI and YCplac111 digested EcoRI-Bam 
HI. tRNALeu (UAA) variants were obtained as a GeneString frag-
ment (Life Technologies, ThermoFisher Scientific, Burlington, 
ON, Canada) containing a random mix of each nucleotide at 
anticodon positions 34, 35 and 36 flanked by up- and downstream 
sequence as above (Fig. S1). Unique anticodons were identified by 
sequencing with primer AD0128. As the synthetic fragment con-
tained a G26A mutation in the tRNA, plasmids were converted to 
wild-type G26 by two-step PCR mutagenesis using primer pairs 
AB9159/YI6283 and AB9160/UL0676 in the first round and 
UL0676-YI6283 in the second and ligating the EcoRI-Not 
I digested product into pCB4727. For variants that were not 
selected out of the randomized anticodon pool, constructs expres-
sing these tRNALeu variants were engineered via two-step PCR 
using the common 5’ primer AB9160 paired with Ul0676 and the 
specific mutagenic primer (Table S2) with YI6283 in the first 
round and UL0676-YI6283 in the second. An additional set was 
made by pairing of different specific forward and reverse primers 
(AA8950-AB8955) in the two-step reaction and identifying clones 
by sequencing. This set required conversion of A26 to G as above. 
The UGG variant used the mutagenic primers UL1165 and 
UL1166 in the two-step PCR reaction using CB4727 as the initial 
template. Plasmid numbers and the method for constructing the 
64 tRNALeu

UAA variants is listed (Table S2).
S. cerevisiae tRNALeu (UAG; YNCJ0029W) and tRNA 

(CAA; YNCG0040C) were amplified by PCR from genomic 
DNA using primers AH2795/AH2796 and AH2797/2798, 
respectively. These were substituted into pCB4727 as EcoRI- 
NotI fragments to generate pCB5212 and pCB5197. GCG 
(Arg), AAA (Phe), CGU (Thr) and AAC (Val) anticodon 
variants of YNCJ0029W were made by two-step PCR muta-
genesis using primer pairs AI3080/AH2795 and a specific 
primer (Table S2)/AH2796 in the first round and AH2795/
AH2796 in the second and ligating the EcoRI-NotI digested 

Table 1. Naturally occurring human tRNALeu variants characterized in this study.

tRNA Gene [33]
tRNA variant, 

dbSNP ID
Variant 

anticodon
codons 

read AA mis-incorporated
minor allele 

frequency

Leu-CAA-3–1 A35C 
rs752934775

CCA Trp UGG Leu 0.03% [34]

Leu-CAA-3–1 C34G 
rs1032415115

GAA Phe UUC/U Leu 0.002–0.006% [35]

Leu-AAG-3–1 G36A 
rs1431919737

AAA Phe UUU/C Leu 0.0004% [32] − 0.007% [36]
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product into pCB4727. Similarly, mutagenesis of tRNALeu 

(CAA; YNCG0040C) used AI2977/AH2798 and a specific 
primer (Table S2)/AH2797 in the first round and AH2798/ 
AH2797 in the second before ligating EcoRI-NotI into 
pCB4727. YNCJ0029W and YNCG0040C variants were con-
firmed by DNA sequencing at the London Regional Genomics 
Centre (London, ON, Canada) with primers AI2975 and 
AI2976, respectively. The plasmid numbers for these con-
structs are listed in Table S3. For ochre suppression assays, 
tRNALeu

UAA or tRNALeu
UUA were expressed in a URA3 cen-

tromeric plasmid by subcloning EcoRI-BamHI fragments 
from pCB4718 and pCB5165 into YCplac33 to give 
pCB5223 and pCB5224, respectively.

Mammalian cell culture and fluorescence microscopy

Mammalian cell culture experiments were performed in 
murine neuroblastoma Neuro2a (N2a; ATCC #CCL-131) 
cells derived from a male mouse of the C-1300 line. Cells 
were grown and maintained at 37°C, with 5% CO2 and 
humidity. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM 4.5  

g/L; Gibco) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco, 
ThermoFisher Scientific) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (P: 
100 IU/mL; S: 100 µg/mL; Wisent Bioproducts, St. Bruno, 
Quebec, Canada) was used for culturing the cells. 
Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen, ThermoFisher Scientific) 
was used to transfect cells with WT-PAN plasmids contain-
ing wild-type or mutant tRNA alleles according to the man-
ufacturer’s instructions for the appropriate plate size. All 
fluorescent images were captured using the BioTek 
Cytation C10 confocal imaging reader (Agilent, Santa 
Clara, CA, USA). eGFP fluorescence was visualized using 
the GFP channel (excitation 469 ± 37 nm; emission 525 ± 39  
nm) and the TexasRed channel (excitation 586 ± 15 nm; 
emission 647 ± 57 nm). All images were captured with the 
Olympus 10× plan fluorite phase-contrast objective (working 
distance 10 mm, numerical aperture 0.03). After plating and 
transfection, cells were incubated at 37°C, with 5% CO2 and 
humidity. Images were captured 24-h post-transfection and 
the level of eGFP and mCherry fluorescence was quantified 
in individual transfected cells using the BioTek
Gen5 software (Agilent).
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Figure 1. Schematic of natural and synthetic tRNALeu variants.
Anticodon variants of tRNALeu (red highlight) are found in the human population at low allele frequencies (Table 1). The tRNA identity elements (orange) and 
anticodon (gold) sequences are highlighted. Two variants of human (A) tRNALeu

CAA provide routes to generate tRNAs that decode Trp (A35C) or Phe (C34G) codons, 
while one variant in the tRNALeu

AAG gene (G36A) produces a tRNA that also mistranslates Phe codons with Leu. (B) We used experiments in yeast to investigate Leu 
mis-incorporation across the entire genetic code. The yeast tRNALeu

UAA gene was used as a basis for our inducible construct to characterize growth of 64 different 
yeast strains, each expressing a tRNALeu with a different anticodon.
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Mass spectrometry

GFP-mCherry was purified from N2a cells and analysed by 
liquid-chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) 
as before [21]. Briefly, at 24-h post-transfection, N2a cells 
were harvested and stored in −80°C prior to use. Cells were 
lysed and GFP-mCherry was purified from cell lysates using 
RFP-Trap Agarose kit (Chromotek, Munich, Germany) fol-
lowing manufacturer’s instructions. Purified GFP-mCherry 
was diluted with 2 × sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)-running 
buffer and separated using SDS-polyacrylamide gel electro-
phoresis (PAGE) with 10% acrylamide. Bands corresponding 
to GFP-mCherry were excised from the Coomassie stained 
gel. Excised bands were stored in 5% acetic acid and sub-
mitted for LC-MS/MS analysis at the Biological Mass 
Spectrometry Laboratory (The University of Western 
Ontario, London, Canada). The protein samples were digested 
with trypsin and an Orbitrap Elite Velos Pro mass spectro-
meter (ThermoFisher) was used in FT/IT/CID configuration 
to identify amino acids mis-incorporated in GFP-mCherry.

Strain CY8652 containing pCB4718 (UAA Leu), pCB5164 
(AAA Phe) or pCB5181 (GAA Phe) were grown in minimal 
medium lacking leucine and uracil to stationary phase at 
25°C. Cells were diluted 1:50 for pCB4718, 1:40 for pCB5164 
and 1:10 for pCB5181 into minimal medium lacking leucine 
containing 1.0 ug/mL doxycycline and grown for 17 h at 30°C. 
Cells were pelleted by centrifugation, washed twice with lysis 
buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl) with 5 mM 
EDTA, then washed 2 times with lysis buffer lacking EDTA. 
Protein extracts were prepared by cell lysis with glass beads in 
lysis buffer lacking EDTA. Additional details of mass spectro-
metry are in the Supplementary Methods.

Western blotting

Following harvest and lysis of cells, 20 μg of protein from each 
lysate was separated by SDS-PAGE (12% acrylamide, 120 volts 
for 3 h). Proteins were transferred from gel to methanol- 
activated polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes 
using a Trans-Blot Turbo transfer system (25 V, 1.3 A, 14 
min; BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA). All blocking and wash 
solutions were made using tris-buffered saline (TBS; 50 mM 
Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl). Following transfer, mem-
branes were incubated in blocking solution (5% bovine serum 
albumin, 0.1% Tween-20, 1 × TBS) for 1 h at room tempera-
ture. Membranes were initially incubated overnight at 4°C in 
anti-mCherry primary antibody (ab213511, AbCam, 
Cambridge, UK) at a dilution of 1:1,000. The following day, 
membranes were washed in 1% BSA TBS-Tween 3 × 10 min, 
before a 2-h incubation at room temperature in IRDye 
800CW donkey anti-rabbit (mCherry 926–32213, Li-cor 
Biosciences, Lincoln, NB, USA) fluorescent secondary at 
a dilution of 1:10,000. Membranes were then washed 3 × 10 
min in 1 × TBS-Tween, and once in 1 × TBS for 10 min before 
imaging. Membranes were imaged using fluorescence on 
a ChemiDoc MP imager (BioRad). After imaging of the 
mCherry antibody, the same membranes were incubated 
overnight with anti-GAPDH primary antibody (MAB374m, 
Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, Ontario, Canada) at a dilution of 

1:5,000. Following the second overnight incubation, the 
same washing steps were performed, and an IRDye 680RD 
goat anti-mouse (GAPDH 926–68070, Li-cor Biosciences) 
fluorescent secondary antibody was diluted 1:10,000 for visua-
lizing GAPDH on the membranes.

Protein synthesis assay

Protein synthesis was measured using the SUrface SEnsing of 
Translation (SUnSET) method [39] which measures the 
incorporation of puromycin into nascent peptide chains. At 
24 h after transfection, N2a cells were incubated in puromycin 
treatment media (1 μg/mL puromycin in DMEM (10% FBS, 
1% P/S)). After a 30-min incubation at 37°C, puromycin 
treatment media was removed and cells were incubated with 
DMEM (10% FBS, 1% P/S) for 15 min. Cells were then 
washed with PBS two times and harvested for cell lysis. 20  
μg of protein was separated on a 10% SDS-PAGE gel. Proteins 
were transferred to PVDF membrane using a Trans-Blot 
Turbo Transfer System (25 V, 1.3 A constant for 20 min; 
BioRad) and subsequently incubated in TBST buffer contain-
ing 5% BSA. Membranes were then incubated overnight with 
a monoclonal puromycin antibody (clone 12D10, EMD 
Millipore, Temecula, CA, United States, diluted 1:5000 in 
TBST and 5% BSA w/v), then washed three times with 
TBST and 1% BSA for 10 min each. Membranes were incu-
bated for 2 h in TBST containing 3% skim milk plus 
a secondary mouse antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, 1:5000) then 
washed three times with TBST for 15 min each. Membranes 
were visualized on BioRad ChemiDoc imaging system. The 
total lane density was analysed using Image J [40].

Ordered two-template relay sequencing for tRnas 
(OTTR-seq for tRNAs)

From N2a cells expressing the indicated tRNA variant, total 
RNA was purified from TRIzol (Thermo Fisher 15,596,026) 
treated cells and then incubated with T4 Polynucleotide 
Kinase (NEB, M0201L) to resolve 2’,3’-cyclic phosphate ends 
as described previously [41], followed by deacylation at pH 9.0 
for 30 min at 45°C using 100 mM Na2B4O7 [42]. Treated RNA 
was recovered using the RNA Clean and Concentrator-5 Kit 
(Zymo Research, R1013). OTTR-seq libraries were prepared 
according to previously described methods [43] (OTTR 
reagents and protocol kindly provided by Kathleen Collins’s 
Lab, UC Berkeley), with modifications for tRNA sequencing. 
Briefly, 40 ng of total RNA was used as input. RNA was 
labelled for 2 h at 30°C using only dideoxyATP (ddATP). 
cDNA synthesis was conducted using the RNA-DNA primer 
duplex with + 1T overhang and 7-nt unique molecular identi-
fiers (UMI). cDNA was recovered using the MinElute reaction 
cleanup kit (Qiagen 28,204), then size selected for 110–200 bp 
on a 1 × Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE, 89 mM Tris, 89 mM boric 
acid, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.3) buffer, 8 M urea, and 9% poly-
acrylamide gel to remove adapter dimers. cDNA was recov-
ered by diffusion at 70°C for 1 h with shaking in a solution of 
10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 
0.25% SDS, followed by precipitation in 66% ethanol with 
0.6 M ammonium acetate and 1 μg/mL GlycoBlue (Thermo
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Fisher, AM9515). cDNA was amplified with Q5 polymerase 
(NEB, M0493L) for 13 cycles using the NEBNext Multiplex 
Oligos for Illumina (adaptors and index primers) (NEB, 
E6609) then size selected for 160–250 bp on a 1 × TBE, 6% 
polyacrylamide gel to remove remaining adapter dimer. 
Libraries were extracted from the gel by diffusion at 70°C 
for 1 h with shaking in a solution of 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 
300 mM NaCl, and 1 mM EDTA, followed by precipitation in 
70% ethanol with 80 mM sodium acetate and 1 μg/mL 
GlycoBlue (Thermo Fisher, AM9515). The recovered libraries 
were quantified using the Qubit dsDNA High-Sensitivity Kit 
(Invitrogen, Q32854), Agilent Bioanalyzer with High- 
Sensitivity DNA Kit (Aglient, 5067–4626), and finally by 
qPCR, which was conducted using PrimeTime Gene 
Expression Master Mix (IDT 1,055,772) according to 
a previously published protocol [44]. Libraries were 
sequenced on the Illumina NextSeq 2000 platform to generate 
100-bp single-end reads with a minimum of 10 million reads 
per sample.

tRNA sequencing data analysis

Adaptors/primers in raw sequencing reads generated using 
OTTR-seq were trimmed using Cutadapt [45] with options 
-j 8 -m 15 -a AGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTC. Only reads 
with a minimum of 15 nts were retained. Reads were further 
processed to extract the UMI using UMI-tools [46] with 
options – extract-method=string – bc-pattern=NNNNNNN. 
Trimmed reads were processed through the tRNA Analysis of 
eXpression pipeline (tRAX) [47], using a reference database 
that contained the genomic sequence of mouse GRCm39/ 
mm39 assembly and the annotated tRNAs obtained from 
the Genomic tRNA Database (GtRNAdb) [33]. In brief, the 
tRAX pipeline aligned sequence reads to mature tRNA 
sequences and the reference genome, computed read counts 
for annotated tRNAs and other small noncoding RNAs, per-
formed normalization and differential expression analysis 
between samples, and identified nucleotide mismatches at 
specific tRNA positions that may represent mutations in 
tRNA variants, RNA modifications, or RNA editing events. 
Because OTTR-seq is capable of detecting both tRNA-derived 
RNAs and mature tRNAs, we extracted read alignments that 
were above 60 bp and reprocessed them through tRAX to only 
include reads corresponding with mature tRNAs. 
Misincorporations identified in the tRNA variants were deter-
mined by using the base counts piled up at each position 
along the tRNAs provided in the tRAX outputs. tRNA variant 
abundance was determined by counting the expected misin-
corporations (e.g. G36A for tRNALeu

AAA). On the other hand, 
RNA modifications were identified by the presence of base 
mismatches at positions previously reported as modification 
sites in Modomics [48]. A-to-I editing rate was computed 
with G34 mismatches versus the A34 reference allele for 
sequencing reads aligned to tRNALeu

AAA and tRNALeu
AAG.

Proteasome inhibition and cytotoxicity assays

Cytotoxicity and proteasome inhibition assays were con-
ducted with N = 3 biological replicates for each condition. At 

24-h post-transfection, cells were washed, and media was 
replaced with media containing either dimethyl sulphoxide 
(DMSO, BioBasic, New York, USA), or varying concentra-
tions of proteasome inhibitor (0.1, 1.0, or 10 μM; MG132, 
Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were incubated at 37°C for 4 h before 
images were captured using the BioTek Cytation C10 imaging 
reader (Agilent). Cytotoxicity was measured with the 
CytotoxGlo assay (Promega, Fitchburg, WI, USA). Following 
the manufacturer’s instructions, 50 µL of assay reagent were 
added to each well and an initial luminescence reading was 
taken using a Biotek Cytation C10 imaging reader. Next, 50  
μL of assay buffer including digitonin was added to each well 
and a final luminescence reading was taken. The initial lumi-
nescence reading quantifies the population of dead cells in 
each well, and the addition of digitonin allowed 
a determination of the total number of cells present.

Yeast strains and growth

Wild-type haploid yeast strains are derivatives of BY4742 
(MATα his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 lys2Δ0 ura3Δ0) [49]. The haploid strain 
CY8652 (MATα his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 lys2Δ0 ura3Δ0 tTA*-URA3) 
containing the tet ‘off’ activator (tTA*) marked with URA3 
was derived from R1158 [50] after crossing with BY4741 
(MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0) [49] and sporulation. 
Yeast strains were grown at 30°C in yeast peptone medium or 
in synthetic medium supplemented with nitrogenous bases 
and amino acids containing 2% glucose. Transformations of 
YCplac111 derivative plasmids into CY8652 were performed 
using the lithium acetate method [51] with growth at room 
temperature for up to 6 days. Transformants containing 
tRNALeu plasmids were grown at room temperature to reduce 
toxicity of mistranslation, in synthetic media lacking uracil 
and leucine. Growth curves were generated by diluting the 
resulting cultures to an OD600 ~0.1 in synthetic medium 
lacking uracil and leucine with 0.01 mM, 1.0 mM, or without 
doxycycline (Sigma-Aldrich) as indicated and incubating at 
30°C. A600 was measured every 15 min for 24 h in a BioTek 
Epoch 2 microplate spectrophotometer. Doubling time was 
calculated using the R package ‘growthcurver’ [52]. For ochre 
suppression assays, the strain CY6874 (MATα his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 
met5Δ0 ura3Δ0 tti2Δ-met5Δ::Tn10luk YCplac111-DED1- 
tti2Q276TAA) [53] was transformed with plasmids bearing 
either wild-type or ochre suppressor tRNALeu

UUA variants. 
Individual transformants were grown in synthetic complete 
medium lacking uracil to stationary phase. Cells from each 
were 10-fold serially diluted, spotted onto minimal plates 
lacking uracil and grown two days at 30°C or 37°C. The 
same cells were also grown on minimal plates lacking uracil 
and with the addition of 6 μg/mL calcofluor white (CW) at 
30°C for 4 days.

Heatshock reporter assay

Yeast strain BY4741 containing the heatshock promoter ele-
ment (HSE)-GFP reporter [54] and pCB4718 (tRNALeu

UAA) 
or pCB5164 (tRNALeu

AAA(Phe)) were grown to saturation in 
medium lacking leucine and uracil, diluted 1:500 in the same 
medium and grown for 18 h at 30°C. Prior to measuring
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fluorescence (ex. 485 nm, em. 528 nm), all fluorescence mea-
surements were normalized by optical density (A600). 
Fluorescence was measured with a BioTek Synergy H1 micro-
plate reader and analysed using Gen5 2.08 software. A BY4741 
strain lacking HSE-GFP was used to subtract background 
fluorescence from the cells. The average GFP fluorescence 
intensity was calculated across five technical replicates from 
three biological replicates for each strain.

Results

Natural human tRNALeu missense suppressors cause Leu 
mis-incorporation

Anticodon variants in human tRNALeu genes are rare, yet they 
have been identified in independent sequencing studies. The 
human tRNALeu anticodon variants, which are catalogued in 
the Genomic tRNA Database [33] and in the single nucleotide 
polymorphism database (dbSNP) [55], occur with allele fre-
quencies ranging from 0.0004% to 0.03% in different sequen-
cing projects (Table 1). Two variants derived from the same 
tRNA gene (Leu-CAA-3-1) include a Trp-decoding variant 
A35C (tRNALeu

CCA) and a Phe-decoding variant C34G 
(tRNALeu

GAA). Given their rare, but persistent occurrence in 
the population, we cloned each variant, characterized their 
ability to cause mistranslation, and assessed impacts both on 
protein levels and cytotoxicity in N2a cells. N2a cells transfect 
to high efficiency and show characteristic reductions in pro-
tein production in response to mistranslation [20,21,23].

Following our previous approach to characterize mistran-
slating human tRNAs [20], we co-expressed a GFP-mCherry 
marker with either a wild-type tRNALeu or an anticodon 
variant derived from the same tRNA gene. In combination 
with epigenetic chromatin state, expression of tRNAs in 
eukaryotic cells is regulated by internal A and B box RNA 
polymerase III promoter sequences and transcription factor- 
binding sites in the upstream region, as well as the down-
stream tail region which is important for transcription termi-
nation and tRNA processing [56]. Thus, capturing 300 base 
pairs up and downstream of a native tRNA allele is sufficient 
to enable regulated expression from a plasmid construct 
[20,22,23]. We previously used tRNA sequencing to show 
that this approach enables expression of a tRNA allele at 
physiological levels in mammalian cells [23].

We purified the GFP-mCherry protein produced in cells 
expressing wild-type or mutant tRNA and used MS/MS ana-
lysis to identify peptides containing Leu mis-incorporation 
(Figure 2, Table 2). Cells expressing the mutant tRNA variants 
showed ample evidence of mistranslation supported by multi-
ple peptide hits identified at individual and across multiple 
sites (Table 2). In cells expressing the wild-type tRNA, only 
a single peptide (Figure 2(a, b)) at a single location was 
identified that may represent endogenous mistranslation of 
a Phe codon with Leu or a misidentification of the peptide. In 
contrast, cells expressing the Trp- (Figure 2(c, d); A35C) or 
Phe-decoding (Figure 2(e, f); C34G) tRNALeu variants derived 
from tRNALeu

CAA both displayed multiple, high quality 
(Table 2, −10logP) peptide hits. Our MS/MS data show that 
the Trp-decoding mutant mis-incorporates Leu at Trp 

codons, which we did not observe in cells expressing wild- 
type tRNALeu. Based on spectral counts relative to the number 
of properly translated peptides observed at the same sites, the 
Trp-decoding mutant caused mistranslation at an apparently 
lower level than the Phe-decoding tRNALeu. The Trp- 
decoding mutant is also 5 to 15 times more prevalent in the 
population (Table 1). We note that the Trp codon usage is low 
in human and mouse genomes (UGG 12/1000 codons) and in 
our GFP protein reporter relative to Phe codons (36/1000 =  
UUU 17/1000, UUC 19/1000).

We next identified multiple and generally high-quality 
matches of peptide to spectra that demonstrate Leu mis- 
incorporation in cells expressing the tRNALeu

AAG-derived 
Phe-decoding variant (G36A) (Figure 2(g, h)). Based on spec-
tral counts (Table 2), the tRNALeu

AAA variant leads to 
a reduced level of mis-incorporation compared to the Phe- 
decoding tRNALeu

GAA mutant. Our GFP-mCherry construct 
contains only UUC Phe codons. Adenosine deaminase acting 
on transfer RNA (ADATs) catalyse the conversion the A34 
base to inosine [57], which can read codons ending in U, C, 
and A [58]. We observed before that a tRNASer with an AAA 
anticodon decodes UUC Phe codons with Ser [20], thus it is 
not surprising that tRNALeu

AAA is able to decode UUC. 
Indeed, human tRNALeu

AAG is well established as an ADAT 
substrate [59]. Together the observations suggest the A34 is 
converted to I in the tRNALeu mutant. In addition to Phe 
UUU codons, the tRNALeu

AAA may also decode the A-ending 
codon (UUA), which is a Leu codon and would not contribute 
to translation error.

tRNA-seq quantifies tRNALeu anticodon variant levels in 
mammalian cells

To confirm expression and measure the levels of each human 
tRNALeu anticodon variant in murine N2a cells (Figure 3, S2, 
Supplementary Data File 1), we applied a generalized sequen-
cing method called OTTR-seq [43] for sequencing tRNAs in 
combination with tRNA Analysis of eXpression (tRAX) [47], 
an analysis pipeline for the tRNA-seq data. To gauge mutant 
tRNA expression, we compared the levels of each tRNA 
variant to its parent tRNALeu isodecoder pool (Figure 3(a, 
e)). The data confirmed expression of the anticipated antic-
odon variants only in cells where the mutant tRNA genes 
were expressed, and we found no evidence of the mutant 
tRNAs in cells transfected with either wild-type tRNALeu. 
For cells expressing the Trp or Phe-decoding tRNALeu species, 
the A35C or C34G variants comprised ~5% of the 
tRNALeu

CAA pool. In contrast, in cells transfected with the 
tRNALeu

AAA mutant, the G35A mutant was 17% of the 
tRNALeu

AAG pool.
We then compared the level of each tRNALeu anticodon 

mutant with the level of the Trp- or Phe-decoding tRNAs that 
compete with the anticodon mutants for decoding on the 
ribosome (Figure 3(b,d)). The Trp-decoding tRNALeu 

accounts for ~25% of the total pool of Trp-decoding tRNAs 
in the cell. The tRNALeu

GAA represents ~5% of Phe-decoding 
tRNAs, while tRNALeu

AAA is much more abundant and repre-
sents 70% of the Phe-decoding tRNA pool. The read data 
indicate the tRNALeu

AAG is expressed at a greater level relative
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to tRNAPhe or tRNALeu
CAA (Figure 3(e)), Supplementary Data 

File 1). Thus, even though the tRNALeu
AAA mutant is 

a smaller fraction of the total tRNALeu isoacceptor pool, the 
variant represents a major proportion of Phe-decoders in the 
cell.

Mis-incorporation of G at position 34 in the OTTR-seq 
reads confirms A-to-I editing [60] at this position in both 
the wild-type tRNALeu

AAG and the mutant tRNALeu
AAA. 

We observed a small but significant reduction in the total 
level of I34 in the tRNALeu isodecoder pool in cells expres-
sing the mutant tRNALeu

AAA (Figure 3(c)). In cells trans-
fected with tRNALeu

AAA, we then compared the level of 
A34I in reads from endogenous tRNAs with G36 to reads 
from the mutant tRNA with A36. Strikingly, while nearly 
all the A34 bases are converted to I34 in wild-type 

tRNALeu
AAG, the stoichiometry of I34 in tRNALeu

AAA is  
~45% (Figure 3(d)). These data validate our observations 
with MS/MS that showed tRNALeu

AAA decodes UUC 
codons as expected for an I34-bearing tRNA. In addition, 
and even though we observed greater abundance of 
tRNALeu

AAA compared to tRNALeu
GAA relative to the pool 

of Phe-decoders (Figure 3(b)), less than half of the 
tRNALeu

AAA pool is competent to decode both UUU and 
UUC Phe codons.

We also identified misincorporation of bases at three posi-
tions in all tRNALeu variants. The modified bases N2,N2- 
dimethylguanosine (m2,2G26), 1-methylguanosine (m1G37), 
and 1-methyladenosine (m1A58) were previously confirmed 
[61] (tdbR00000269) to occur at positions where we observed 
consistent mis-incorporation of other bases, suggestive of
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Figure 2. Identification of Leu mis-incorporation in mammalian cells by tandem mass spectrometry.
LC-MS/MS analysis of a GFP-mCherry protein purified from N2a cells expressing (A,B) wild-type tRNALeu

CAA or one of the Trp- or Phe-decoding tRNALeu variants: (C, D) 
tRNALeu

CCA (A35C), (E, F) tRNALeu
GAA (C34G), (G, H) tRNALeu

AAA (G36A). The MS/MS data are summarized in (A, C, E, G) coverage maps showing confident peptide hits 
representing normal translation (blue lines) and Leu mis-incorporation (boxed L). Representative MS/MS spectra (B, D, F, H) demonstrating Leu mis-incorporation are 
shown and annotated with peptide quality scores (-10logP). Compared to normal cells, cells expressing the mutant tRNAs show more mistranslated peptide hits with 
higher quality scores, indicating a more confident match of the peptide to the observed spectra. Table 2 includes a complete summary of mistranslated peptides 
identified by MS/MS.
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methylation [60]. The transfected human tRNALeu
CAA and 

anticodon variants have C at position e9, while the mouse 
isodecoders contain C, A, or U at this position. Thus, some of 
the Ce9 observed comes from the transfected human gene, 
while the observed G and T in the OTTR-seq reads are from 
the mouse background (Figure 3(e)) and were also observed at 
similar levels in cells transfected with the tRNALeu

AAG var-
iants. Since Ge9 is not found in the mouse genome, this may 
represent an unknown modification or a natural variant in 
N2a cells. In the human tRNALeu

AAG variants, a single base 
differentiates the human (A57) from the mouse (G57) 
sequence (Figure 3(e)). Thus, the abundance of the G57A 
variant at this position measures the level of our expressed 
human tRNALeu

AAG and tRNALeu
AAA variants. Indeed, we 

observe a similar level of A57 and A36, which are both unique 
to the human tRNALeu

AAA mutant (Figure 3(e)).
OTTR-seq also provides the relative abundance level of 

each tRNA in the cell. Overall, we recorded minor changes 
across the tRNome (Fig. S2). All statistically significant 
(p-value <0.05) and differentially expressed tRNAs showed 
a change of at least 1.5-fold. Two of the most significant 
changes were in cells expressing the Phe- or Trp-decoding 
anticodon variants of tRNALeu

CAA, which showed a 1.7 to 
2-fold decrease in abundance of the tRNA-Gly-CCC-2 and 
tRNA-Leu-CAA-2 compared to wild-type cells. Cells expres-
sing the Trp-decoding tRNALeu

CCA (Fig. S2A) had several 
tRNAs enriched in abundance by 1.5 to 2-fold relative to 
cells expressing wild-type tRNA (tRNA-His-GTG-2, tRNA- 
iMet-CAT-1, tRNA-Met-CAT-2, tRNA-Arg-TCG-2, tRNA- 
Arg-CCT-4). Relative to cells expressing the Phe-decoding 
tRNALeu

GAA, several tRNAs were enriched by 1.5 to 2.4-fold 
in cells transfected with wild-type tRNALeu (tRNA-Arg-ACG 
-1,3, tRNA-Gly-GCC-1,2,3,4, tRNA-Cys-GCA-21, tRNA-Trp- 
CCA-3,4, tRNA-Leu-CAA-3). Cells expressing the other Phe- 

decoder (tRNALeu
AAA) had the least perturbed tRNAome, 

where we found only one tRNA (tRNA-iMet-CAT-3) that 
was significantly increased by 1.8-fold (Fig S2C).

Human tRNALeu anticodon variants cause defects in 
protein production

In mammalian cells, depending on the kind and level of 
amino acid mis-incorporation, inhibition of protein synthesis 
[21–23,62,63] and defects in protein degradation [20] are 
hallmarks of mistranslation. To determine if the tRNA 
mutants showed a global impact on protein synthesis, we 
used a puromycylation assay to measure the rate of protein 
synthesis in N2a cells expressing either wild-type or mutant 
tRNAs (Figures 4(a, b)). In cells expressing the Phe-decoding 
tRNALeu

GAA mutant we observed a significant 2-fold reduc-
tion in global protein synthesis relative to cells expressing 
wild-type tRNA. Cells expressing the Phe-decoding 
tRNALeu

AAA or Trp-decoding tRNALeu
CCA variant did not 

significantly reduce global protein synthesis.
Previously, we [21,23] and others [62] have measured 

fluorescent proteins as markers for the impact of mistransla-
tion on protein production in cells. Here, we used a GFP- 
mCherry protein as a proxy of potential defects in protein 
production and initially assessed total GFP-mCherry levels by 
western blotting (Fig. S3). In cells expressing tRNALeu

CCA 
(Trp) or tRNALeu

GAA (Phe) variants, analysis of the western 
blots indicated minor reductions in GFP-mCherry levels that 
were not significantly different than those from cells expres-
sing wild-type tRNALeu

CAA (Fig. S3A, S3C). We observed 
a significant 1.4-fold reduction of GFP-mCherry levels in 
cells expressing the tRNALeu

AAA variant compared to cells
expressing the wild-type tRNALeu

AAG control.

Table 2. Summary of Leu mis-incorporation identified by MS/MS in mammalian cells.

tRNA gene tRNA variant GFP-mCherry residue*

peptide hit 
maximal 
−10logP

ion counts 
(# peptide hits) Leu/Trp or Phe

Leu-CAA-3-1 WT F338L 45.24 1 L/21 F
Leu-CAA-3-1 A35C W309L 75.61 1 L/21 W

A35C W394L 41.44 2 L/7 W
Leu-CAA-3-1 C34G F9L 85.97 2 L/21 F

C34G F28L 83.45 2 L/7 F
C34G F100L 58.73 1 L/4 F
C34G F101L 58.82 1 L/4 F
C34G F115L 51.51 1 L/30 F
C34G F278L 79.83 1 L/30 F
C34G F307L 76.58 2 L/16 F
C34G F338L 59.29 1 L/42 F
C34G F342L 46.13 1 L/41 F
C34G F350L 74.80 1 L/35 F
C34G F369L 72.06 3 L/47 F

Leu-AAG-3-1 G36A F9L 86.76 3 L/23 F
G36A F28L 75.26 2 L/31 F
G36A F115L 47.65 1 L/30 F
G36A F338L 38.77 1 L/31 F
G36A F369L 80.67 4 L/46 F

*Residue numbering is based on the GFP-mCherry construct in the WT-PAN plasmid (Addgene plasmid #99638) [37]. All Phe codons are UUC in this construct. 
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Since western blotting is only semi-quantitative and to 
provide a more sensitive measure of GFP-mCherry protein 
levels, we used fluorescence microscopy (Figure 5, S4, S5) to 
determine the level of GFP and mCherry fluorescence in 
individual cells, following our established protocols [23]. In 
comparison to blotting, this approach also has the advantage 
of selectively quantifying protein production in transfected 
cells. Under normal conditions, there were significant 
1.7-fold reductions in both GFP and mCherry fluorescence 
in cells expressing the Phe-decoding tRNALeu

GAA (Fig. S4A, 
S4B) in comparison to cells expressing wild-type tRNALeu

CAA. 

In cells expressing the Trp-decoding mutant (Fig. S4A, S4B) 
mCherry fluorescence was significantly reduced by 1.3-fold, 
but the reduction in GFP fluorescence per cell was not sig-
nificant. Conversely, cells expressing the Phe-decoding 
tRNALeu

AAA variants showed a significant 1.5-fold reduction 
in GFP fluorescence and a reduction in mCherry fluorescence 
that was not significant.

Because two of the variants showed a somewhat greater 
effect on one fluorescent protein versus the other, we consid-
ered that the fluorescent properties of GFP or mCherry might 
be impaired by mistranslation. To determine if mistranslation
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significantly reduced in cells expressing tRNALeu

AAA. (D) In cells transfected with tRNALeu
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wild-type background (G36) or the mutant tRNALeu (A36), which showed nearly stoichiometric A34I in wild-type tRNALeu; in tRNALeu
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altered eGFP relative to mCherry fluorescence in individual 
cells, we plotted the ratio of green to red fluorescence per cell 
(Fig. S4E). In normal and mistranslating cells, the ratio was 
not significantly different except for cells expressing the Trp- 
decoding tRNALeu

CCA, where we recorded a small but signifi-
cant 8% increase in eGFP relative to mCherry fluorescence. 
Overall, the data suggest that the reduced GFP and/or 
mCherry fluorescence in the cells containing the tRNA var-
iants is indicative of defective protein synthesis.

Mistranslation with Leu without toxicity to N2a cells

In previous studies, we measured cytotoxicity in mammalian cells 
expressing tRNAs that mis-incorporate Ser at Phe codons [20,23], 
Ser at Pro codons [20], Ala at Pro codons [22], and Ala at Gly 
codons [21]. While the tRNA that directs mistranslation of Phe 
codons with Ser showed significant cytotoxicity on its own and 
synthetic toxicity in combination with proteasome inhibition [20], 
the other mistranslating tRNAs showed no significant cytotoxicity. 
For the tRNALeu variants, we measured cytotoxicity under growth 
conditions without or with increasing concentrations of the pro-
teasome inhibitor, MG132 (Figure 5(c), S5C). In the absence of 
MG132, none of the mutant tRNAs significantly increased cyto-
toxicity. At 10 µM MG132, we observed a minor but significant 
increase in cell death in cells expressing wild-type tRNALeu

CAA and 
the Trp-decoding tRNALeu

CCA variant compared to cells with the 
same tRNAs and no MG132. At any given MG132 concentration, 
there was no significant difference in the toxicity of the Trp or Phe- 
decoding tRNALeu variants as compared to the wild-type tRNA 
(Figure 5(c), S5C). Our data suggest that the mistranslation gen-
erated by each of the tRNALeu variants was not sufficiently dis-
ruptive to cause toxicity even in the context of proteasome 
inhibition.

Defective protein production in normal and 
mistranslating cells under proteasome inhibition

We found that each mutant tRNA caused a significant reduction 
of GFP fluorescence per cell in the DMSO control relative to cells 
expressing wild-type tRNA (Figure 5(b), S5B). With increasing 
concentration of the proteasome inhibitor MG132, we observed 
a more significant reduction in GFP fluorescence in each mistran-
slating cell line (Figure 5(b), S5B). Cells expressing tRNALeu with 
a Phe-decoding anticodon (GAA) showed a greater (1.4-fold) 
reduction in GFP fluorescence per cell compared to the 1.2-fold 
reduction in cells expressing the Trp-decoding tRNALeu

CAA var-
iant (Figure 5). The greater defect in GFP fluorescence evident in 
cells expressing the Phe-decoding compared to Trp-decoding 
tRNALeu agrees with our MS/MS findings (Table 2). We also 
compared GFP fluorescence per cell in N2a cells expressing wild- 
type tRNALeu

AAG or the Phe-decoding variant, tRNALeu
AAA (Fig. 

S5A, S5B). There was also a significant 1.3-fold reduction in GFP 
fluorescence per cell in cells expressing the mutant tRNALeu

AAA 
relative to wild-type tRNA in the DMSO control (Fig. S5).

Consistent with previous data [64], in N2a cells expressing 
wild-type tRNA, inhibiting the proteasome with MG132 leads to 
a minor defect in protein production, i.e. ~1.1-fold reduced at each 
MG132 concentration compared to the DMSO control 
(Figure 5(b)). For cells expressing wild-type tRNA, the defect in 
protein production was only statistically significant at 1 µM 
MG132. In N2a cells expressing the Trp-decoding tRNALeu, we 
observed a statistically significant reduction in GFP levels com-
pared to the DMSO control only at 10 µM MG132. Compared to 
cells expressing wild-type tRNA, GFP fluorescence in cells expres-
sing the Trp-decoding tRNALeu was significantly reduced by 
1.2-fold in conditions with DMSO (p < 0.05) and more signifi-
cantly reduced at 10 µM MG132 (p < 0.0001) (Figures 5(a, b)). At 
intermediate concentrations of MG132 (0.1 and 1 µM), the defect
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in GFP production for cells mis-reading Trp codons with Leu was 
not significantly different from the reduced level observed in wild- 
type cells under proteasome inhibition.

In cells expressing the Phe-decoding tRNALeu
GAA variant, 

we recorded a consistent and statistically significant defect in 
protein production as evidenced by a 1.4-fold reduction in GFP 
fluorescence per cell compared to cells expressing wild-type 
tRNALeu

CAA at each MG132 concentration (Figures 5(a, b)). In 

N2a cells expressing the other Phe-decoding tRNALeu
AAA var-

iant, we observed significant 1.2 to 1.3-fold reductions in GFP 
fluorescence per cell compared to cells expressing the wild-type 
tRNALeu

AAG. At increasing MG132 concentrations, the defect 
in GFP fluorescence became increasingly significant (DMSO p  
< 0.05; at 1 µM MG132 p < 0.01; at 10 µM MG132 p < 0.001) in 
cells expressing tRNALeu

AAA (Fig. S5A, S5B). The fact that 
MG132 did not increase the magnitude of the defect in GFP
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Figure 5. eGFP fluorescence and cytotoxicity in normal and mistranslating cells under proteasome inhibition.
N2a cells transfected with plasmids co-expressing eGFP-mCherry and wild-type tRNALeu

CAA or one of the indicated tRNALeu mutants. (A) Images were acquired with 
fluorescence and brightfield microscopy. (B) The mean eGFP fluorescence per cells was measured to assess protein production levels in normal and mistranslating 
cells. (C) Cytotoxicity was measured using the Cytotox-Glo live/dead cell assay. GFP fluorescence and relative cell death were measured under normal conditions 
(DMSO) and with the indicated concentrations of proteasome inhibitor (MG132). The data are based on N = 3 biological replicates. Error bars represent ± 1 standard 
deviation of the mean. Statistical analysis was computed with a pairwise t-test (n.s. – not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, **** p < 0.0001). Bars 
indicate pairwise relationships for statistical significance; annotations above the data bar indicate statistical comparisons between each MG132 concentration and the 
DMSO condition for the same cells.
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Figure 6. Impact of tRNALeu anticodon variants on yeast growth.
Representative growth curves of yeast strain CY8652 containing a plasmid with a control (A) tRNALeu

UAA(Leu), a (B) tRNALeu
UCA(Stop) variant and, a (C) tRNALeu

CAU(Met) 

variant. Blue, yellow and magenta lines represent strains grown in media containing 0, 0.01 and 1.0 μg/mL doxycycline, respectively. (D) Relative growth of all 
tRNALeu anticodon variants compared to control tRNALeu

UAA at 1.0 μg/mL doxycycline; raw data and statistical comparisons are in Supplementary Data Files 2 and 4). 
Cultures were grown for 48 h at 20°C in medium lacking uracil and leucine, diluted to an A600 of 0.1 in the same medium with 1.0 μg/mL doxycycline and grown for 
24 h at 30°C with agitation. A600 was measured at 15-min intervals and doubling time was quantified with the ‘growthcurver’ R package. Each point represents one 
biological replicate (N = 4). The relative growth is calculated as the ratio of doubling time compared to tRNALeu

UAA with the exception of the CGG (Pro) anticodon 
where areas under the curve were compared. The relative growths for GCG, ACG (Arg), UUC (Glu), GCC and ACC (Gly) were designated at 0% as no transformants 
were obtained. (E) Relative growth of yeast strains expressing the indicated tRNALeu anticodon variants compared to wild-type tRNALeu

UAA at 0.01 μg/mL doxycycline 
(circles) and at 1.0 μg/mL doxycycline (triangles). The anticodon variants are ordered according to decreasing growth defect at 1.0 μg/mL doxycycline.
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production caused by each tRNA mutant agrees with our find-
ings above showing that proteasome inhibition was not syn-
thetic toxic with any of the tRNALeu variants.

The anticodon is a critical determinant of phenotypic 
impact from tRNALeu variants

To allow a comprehensive evaluation of all tRNALeu antic-
odon variants, we engineered centromeric plasmids to express 
each one of the 64 possible tRNALeu anticodon derivatives 
(Table S2) and analysed their impact on yeast growth. Since 
the expression of some variants might fully inhibit growth, 
expression of the tRNA was regulated by a tetracycline indu-
cible system whereby in the absence of the tetracycline analog 
doxycycline, tRNA expression is repressed [38]. Addition of 
doxycycline to the growth media allows tRNA variant expres-
sion in a titratable manner. The tRNALeu locus used in this 
analysis was tL(UAA)B2 (Saccharomyces Genome Database: 
YNCB0012W; Genomic tRNA Database: Leu-TAA-1-2) 
including approximately 300 base pairs of up and downstream 
native flanking sequence (Fig. S1).

Plasmids containing one of 64 tRNALeu anticodon variants 
were transformed into yeast strain CY8652 that constitutively 
expresses Tet-VP16 (34). Individual transformants were col-
ony purified and their growth characterized in liquid minimal 
media or in minimal media containing 0.01 or 1.0 µg/mL 
doxycycline (Supplementary Data File 2). Increased doxycy-
cline concentrations will increase tRNA variant expression 
levels, and as seen previously [38,65], were expected to 
decrease growth rate. Growth was measured with four biolo-
gical replicates of each strain at 30°C for 24 h. Representative 
growth curves for strains containing the wild-type control 
tRNALeu

UAA(Leu) and anticodon variants tRNALeu
CAU(Met) 

and tRNALeu
UCA(Stop) show a range of impact on cell growth 

(Figure 6(a–c)). Less severe growth defects were seen at lower 
doxycycline concentrations for the Met-decoding tRNALeu 

variant that significantly slows cell growth.
In medium containing 1.0 µg/mL doxycycline (Figure 6(d)), 

relative growth data of strains with each of the 64 possible 
tRNALeu variants show that of the 58 variants with non- 
leucine anticodons, 45 significantly decreased growth (p-value 
<0.01; Benjamini–Hochberg correction applied to t-test) rela-
tive to the wild-type tRNALeu. Five of the variants with antic-
odons GCG (Arg), ACG (Arg), CUC (Glu), GCC (Gly), and 
ACC (Gly) could not be transformed into yeast. Each is repre-
sented as 0% relative growth. These tRNAs are likely too toxic 
to yeast as the result of a low level of leaky expression. In future 
work, we can engineer in secondary mutations (as in [54] and 
Fig. S8) that weaken tRNA activity that would facilitate trans-
formation of these variants into yeast.

At least one anticodon variant for each of the 19 non-leucine 
amino acids significantly reduced growth. The data agree with 
reports that no position of the anticodon serves as a major identity 
element for LeuRS [8,9]. We observed a range of relative growth 
rates in strains containing different anticodon variants that mis- 
read codons for the same amino acid. For example, of the four Ala- 
decoding anticodons, Leu mis-incorporation reduced growth sig-
nificantly (Figure 6(b)) with three variants to 35% (AGC), 54% 

(CGC), and 67% (UGC) of wild-type growth. The Ala-decoding 
GGC anticodon variant did not show a significant growth defect. 
Similarly, the Phe-decoding tRNALeu variants showed markedly 
different growth defects. The tRNALeu

GAA variant reduced growth 
rate to 45% of the control in medium containing 1.0 μg/mL Dox 
(Figure 6(d,e)), whereas cells expressing tRNALeu

AAA grew at 93% 
of the control rate at 1.0 μg/mL Dox. Interestingly, although the 
growth defect caused by tRNALeu

AAA was mild, it was sufficient to 
significantly increase heat shock protein expression as measured 
using an eGFP fluorescent reporter containing Hsf1-activated 
promoter elements (Fig. S6).

We measured the level of mis-incorporation in each of these 
strains using a label-free LC-MS/MS approach. Both Phe- 
decoding tRNALeu mutants generated mistranslation of Leu at 
Phe codons. Compared to the control tRNALeu, the tRNALeu

GAA 
mutant showed ~10 to 100-fold greater abundance of mistrans-
lated relative to properly translated peptides with mistranslation 
levels of 0.02–35% (Figure 7, Supplementary Data File 3). The 
tRNALeu

AAA mutant generated less mistranslation (0.1–1%) than 
tRNALeu

GAA, but still significantly more than the control cells 
expressing wild-type tRNA.

Each of the stop codon suppressing tRNALeu variants showed 
no statistically significant growth defect (Figures 6(d,e)), consis-
tent with previous findings [66–68]. This may arise because of the 
limited number of stop codons in the genome and/or the ability of 
many proteins to tolerate a C-terminal extension rather than the 
inability of the tRNA mutant to mistranslate. Therefore, we used 
a nonsense suppression assay to evaluate the ability of the ochre 
decoding tRNALeu

UUA to readthrough the UAA stop codon. The 
assay takes advantage of our previous finding that an ochre codon 
at amino acid position 276 in the gene encoding the protein 
chaperone Tti2 (tti2Q276TAA) results in slow growth with a more 
severe phenotype in conditions of stress [53]. Tti2 is essential but 
because low levels of the protein support viability, endogenous 
readthrough of tti2Q276TAA is sufficient to support some growth 
[53]. To examine if tRNALeu

UUA suppresses the nonsense ochre 
codon, we compared the growth of yeast strain CY6874 
(tti2Q276TAA) transformed with a centromeric plasmid expressing 
either wild-type tRNALeu

UAA or tRNALeu
UUA at 30°C or 37°C in 

serial dilutions on synthetic minimal medium (Fig. S7). 
Consistent with tRNALeu

UUA mistranslating the UAA stop 
codon, the strain expressing this plasmid showed increased 
growth at both temperatures. As a further indication of nonsense 
suppression under stress conditions, we grew the cells on synthetic 
minimal medium plates with 6 μg/mL Calcofluor white (CW). 
CW binds to chitin in the cell wall and inhibits growth. The strain 
with the wild-type tRNA showed essentially no growth, while the 
nonsense suppressor tRNALeu enabled normal growth under 
stress (Fig. S7). Together the data confirm that tRNALeu

UAA 
robustly suppresses the UAA codon in the tti2Q276TAA transcript 
and provides a greater selective advantage under stress.

To determine how expression level affects the impact of the 
different tRNA variants on growth, we compared the relative 
growth of strains containing the tRNALeu variants in medium 
containing 0.01 or 1.0 µg/mL doxycycline. The impact of each 
variant on growth at the two doxycycline concentrations depends 
on the anticodon sequence (Figure 6(e)). For several of the var-
iants, the reduction in relative growth at 0.01 μg/mL doxycycline 
was approximately 50% of that seen for 1.0 μg/mL doxycycline;
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however, for some variants, most notably tRNALeu
UAU (Ile; 66% of 

wild-type growth at 1.0 μg/mL to 96% at 0.01 μg/mL) and 
tRNALeu

UAC (Val; 47% at 1.0 μg/mL to 89% at 0.01 μg/mL), impact 
on growth was minimal at the lower doxycycline concentration 
and significantly reduced compared to wild-type at the higher 
doxycycline concentration.

Our previous work has shown that secondary mutations in the 
body of a mistranslating tRNA can reduce its phenotypic impact 
while still enabling mistranslation [54]. We compared the growth 
of yeast strains expressing tRNALeu

UGG(Pro) variants in the context 
of the wild-type tRNA and with the backbone including a G26A 
mutation. G26 is modified to N2,N2-dimethylguanosine [69], as we 
observed for the human tRNAs (Figure 3(e)). In the absence of the 
modification, the tRNA is subject to degradation by the rapid 
tRNA decay pathway [54,69,70]. Plasmids expressing 
tRNALeu

UAA (wild-type) or tRNALeu
UGG with or without the 

G26A mutation were introduced into yeast strain CY8652, and 

growth was measured in minimal medium at 30°C for 24 h. The 
relative growth rates were calculated from the area under the 
growth curve (Fig. S8). The G26A mutation significantly reduced 
the phenotypic impact of the defect caused by the tRNA that mis- 
incorporates Leu at Pro codons as compared to the variant with 
the UGG anticodon mutation and an otherwise wild-type tRNA 
body.

Factors determining the impact of the anticodon on 
growth

The ‘error minimization theory’ of genetic code evolution suggests 
that to minimize the deleterious effect of mutations, related amino 
acids are decoded by triplets of the most similar sequence [71,72]. 
To determine if a relationship exists between the similarity of the 
anticodon to those for Leu, we separated the anticodons into two 
groups depending on whether they contain one or two base

Figure 7. Identification of Leu mis-incorporation in yeast by tandem mass spectrometry.
(A-C) Mirror y- and b-ion plots of spectra for mistranslated (top) and wild-type peptide sequences (bottom). (A) Unique b14 (blue arrow) and y9 (red arrow) ions 
supporting Leu mis-incorporation at Phe codons are indicated in the spectrum and are not found in the spectrum from the wild-type peptide sequence. (B,C) 
Magnified images showing unique y- and b-ions supporting Leu-mis incorporation. Lower-case ‘f’ denotes the position of mis-incorporated Leu. (C) Box and whisker 
and (D) Log10 plots of mistranslation frequency from label-free quantitation based on the area under the isotopic peak for each mis-translated peptide relative to the 
area under the isotopic peak for the accurately translated peptide. Individual data points (circles), mean (x), and standard deviation (error bars) are indicated. 
Statistical analysis was performed using ANOVA (* p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001). All peptides identified are listed in Supplementary Data File 3.
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changes from being complementary to a Leu codon (UUR or 
CUN). The plots of these two groups are largely overlapping 
with each group containing anticodons with a range of growth 
defects (Fig. S9). Each group also contains multiple variants that 
could not be introduced into yeast as well as multiple variants that 
did not impact growth. Comparison of the median growth defect 
between the two groups shows that there is no significant differ-
ence (Mann Whitney p = 0.2) between tRNALeu variants that differ 
by 1 or 2 bases from wild-type tRNALeu. The analysis suggests that 
similarity of the anticodon to those for Leu is not a primary 
determinant of impact on growth.

To visualize trends in phenotypic defects across the genetic 
code, we constructed a heat map of the relative growth super-
imposed on a circular representation of the genetic code based 
on the codon-anticodon duplex binding energy between 
anticodon positions 35 and 36 with the first two positions of 
the codon (Figure 8). ‘Weak anticodons’, based on the codon- 
anticodon binding energy, are A/U rich. These A/U rich 
anticodon variants tended to show more moderate growth 
defects. In contrast, tRNALeu variants with a ‘strong’ or G/C 
rich anticodon tended to cause a greater growth defect. 
Indeed, among the most impactful variants overall were 
those with G/C rich anticodons for Arg, Gly, and Pro. To 
further address how the anticodon sequence affects growth, 
we plotted the relative growth of each variant versus the 
Turner binding energy of the base pairing between the 
codon and anticodon at positions 35 and 36. We observed 
a significant correlation between the Turner binding ener-
getics and the reduction in relative growth (R = 0.42; p =  
0.00055) (Fig. S10).

Because of the important role of base 34 in wobble decod-
ing and translation fidelity, we next evaluated the contribution 
of tRNALeu variants at base 34 towards growth. For the 4-box 
anticodons including those for Arg and Ser, in 6 of 7 cases, 
the anticodon with A34 is either the most impactful or 
approximately equally impactful to a second variant (Fig. 
S11). For native four-box tRNAs, if present, A34 is normally 
modified to inosine [73] and thus has the potential to decode 
three of the four codons, those ending with A, U, or C [58]. In 
contrast, for two-box tRNAs in 5 of 6 cases, with a purine at 
position 34, the G34 variant is more impactful. It is possible 
that either the A34 in tRNA variants that mis-read two-box 
codons are either not modified to inosine in yeast, or perhaps 
the G at position 34 has increased impact by contributing 
a greater G/C content.

Of the 57 possible anticodons not encoding leucine or 
a stop, 18 are non-native to yeast. In 5 of 6 cases for the 
2-box tRNAs with one anticodon native and the other non- 
native for the same amino acid, the non-native anticodon 
causes the greatest phenotypic defect (Fig. S11). In contrast, 
for the 4-box anticodons, including those for Arg and Ser, in 6 
of 7 cases, a non-native anticodon was least impactful, the 
exception being GGG for proline, which reduces growth to  
~10% of wild-type.

Finally, we examined the possibility that codon usage may 
impact efficiency of the suppressor tRNA variant. Assuming 
normal wobble GU pairs and the fact that A34I reads U, 
C and A, we summed the frequencies of codons read (per 
1000 in the yeast genome) by each tRNA variant and plotted 

the values as a function of impact on growth of the relevant 
tRNA mutant (Fig. S12). We observed no overall correlation 
between codon usage and impact on growth. When looking at 
amino acids encoded by three or more codons, only Arg and 
Gly showed a correlation between increased impact on growth 
and increased number of codons read.

Impact of the amino acid substitution on relative growth 
with tRNALeu variants

Although the nature of the anticodon clearly impacts growth 
defects associated with mistranslating tRNALeu variants, we 
also considered the extent to which properties of the amino 
acid replaced by Leu contribute to such growth defects. We 
compared the impact on relative growth to the amino acid 
substitution scores for Leu in the BLOSUM62 matrix [74] 
(Fig. S13A). The BLOSUM matrix was developed from blocks 
of aligned amino acids sequences in homologous proteins. The 
matrix records whether a Leu substitution for each of the other 
19 amino acids is under-represented (negative scores), equally 
likely (0), or enriched (positive) in the substitutions observed in 
the natural evolution of proteins. We observed a positive (r =  
0.43) and significant (p = 0.0006) correlation of increased 
growth rate with increased similarity of the replaced amino 
acid to Leu as defined by the BLOSUM matrix.

We then considered another metric that correlates well with 
error minimization theories of the genetic code [75]. The polar 
requirement (PR) is a measure of amino acid migration on 
chromatography paper in a solution of pyridine [76]. We 
observed a significant (p = 0.012) and moderately negative (r =  
−0.31) correlation between relative growth and similarity of the 
amino acids according to the PR metric (Fig. S13B). To identify 
other features of the amino acid replacement that may be impor-
tant in determining impact on growth, we plotted the relative 
growth of strains containing tRNALeu variants versus amino acid 
volume, electron-ion-interaction potential (eiip), hydrophobi-
city, α-helix propensity, and π-helix propensity. These five fac-
tors were identified using repeated binary separation to attempt 
to best distinguish the 20 amino acids from each other [77]. We 
only observed a significant correlation with amino acid replace-
ments for Leu in their propensity to form π-helical structure (r =  
−0.35; p = 0.021) (Fig. S14). π-helices are comparatively rare yet 
found in 15% of proteins, often with functional significance 
[78,79]. The basis for the correlation is unclear since Leu gen-
erally supports π-helical structure [79]. The correlation with 
each of the other parameters tested showed no statistical signifi-
cance (Fig. S14), indicating that none of these amino acid prop-
erties individually explain the variance in our growth data.

Comparison of anticodon variants in different tRNALeu 

isoacceptors

In S. cerevisiae four isoacceptors decode Leu codons with 
three encoded by multiple copies: tRNALeu

UAA (7 genes), 
tRNALeu

CAA (10 genes), tRNALeu
UAG (3 genes), and 

tRNALeu
GAG (1 gene). To determine if anticodon variants 

in different tRNALeu genes give rise to similar growth 
defects, we engineered variants of the tRNALeu

CAA and 
tRNALeu

UAG isoacceptors to compare with those of
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tRNALeu
UAA. Based on alignment of the tRNA sequences 

(Fig. S15), excluding the anticodon, there are 31 of 79 
identical bases in the three tRNAs with the tRNALeu

UAA 
isoacceptor having an additional base pair in the variable 
arm. The A box (consensus TRGYNNARNNG) and B box 
(consensus RGTTCRANTCC) promoter elements required 
for RNA polymerase III transcription (Fig. S15) are well 
conserved in each tRNALeu. The tRNALeu

UAG strictly 
adheres to the A and B box consensus sequences, while 
the UAA and CAA isoacceptors differ at a single base in 
the B box. We note that the genomic copy of the 
tRNALeu

UAG used contains an intron that is removed during 
tRNA maturation [80].

Genes for the tRNALeu
CAA (YNCG0040C; tRNA-Leu-CAA 

-1-6) and tRNALeu
UAG (YNCJ0029W; tRNA-Leu-TAG-1-1) 

isoacceptors were introduced into the doxycycline-inducible 
expression plasmid as above, with each including their native 

flanking sequences of ~300 base pairs. Four different antic-
odons were analysed in the three different tRNALeu genes: 
GCG (Arg), AAA (Phe), CGU (Thr), and AAC (Val). As was 
the case with the tRNALeu

UAA isoacceptor, no transformants 
were obtained when the GCG (Arg) anticodon was substi-
tuted into the tRNALeu

CAA or tRNALeu
UAG isoacceptors. 

Transformants were obtained for the AAA (Phe), CGU 
(Thr), and AAC (Val) anticodons. We measured the impact 
of each tRNA allele on growth when cells were grown in 
minimal media containing 1.0 μg/mL doxycycline 
(Figure 9(a)). Consistent with our data above in yeast and 
mammalian cells, the AAA (Phe) anticodon had minimal 
impact on relative growth in each of the tRNALeu isoaccep-
tors. AAC (Val) and CGU (Thr) anticodons reduced growth 
in each tRNALeu isoacceptor, but to a different extent. The 
ACA (Val) anticodon caused a greater growth defect than the
CGU (Thr) anticodon when located in the tRNALeu

UAA 

Figure 8. Relative growth of yeast strains with tRNALeu anticodon variants.
Growth of yeast strains with each tRNALeu anticodon variant was plotted relative to a yeast strain expressing wild-type tRNALeu

UAA. The data were overlaid on 
a circular representation of the genetic code. In this representation [116], more energetically stable codon-anticodon pairs (C or G at base 35 and 36) reside along the 
top of the chart, while less stable pairs (A or U 35 and 36) are located at the bottom. We observed a general trend where mistranslating tRNALeu variants with C or 
G at positions 35 or 36 tend to show greater phenotypic defects compared to tRNALeu variants with A or U at positions 35 or 36.
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isoacceptor. Conversely, in the UAG and CAG isoacceptors, 
the Thr-decoding tRNA displayed a greater growth defect. 
Thus, the anticodon sequence and the nature isoacceptor 
both contribute to phenotypic defects associated with 
a tRNA anticodon mutant.

Comparison of tRNALeu and tRNAAla variants

Similar to tRNALeu, aminoacylation of tRNAAla is indepen-
dent of its anticodon [4,10]. Having recently [65] examined 
growth of yeast strains with all possible tRNAAla anticodon 
variants, we compared their impact to that of the tRNALeu 

variants characterized here. We observed that more tRNALeu 

variants reduced growth than tRNAAla variants, and in gen-
eral, the individual tRNALeu variants have greater impact than 
the tRNAAla variants (Figure 9(b)). There are, however, excep-
tions to this trend. For example, the mistranslating tRNAAla 

variant with a GAC (Val) anticodon grew at a level of ~45% 
compared to cells with wild-type tRNA, while the tRNALeu 

variant with the same anticodon led to a more moderate 
growth defect, which was ~75% that of wild-type growth. 
These results are again consistent with the conclusion that 
the nature of the amino acid substitution and of the tRNA 
together determine the phenotypic impact of mistranslation in 
cells.

Discussion

Leu mis-incorporation from human tRNA anticodon 
variants in mammalian cells and yeast

We found three rare examples of tRNALeu anticodon mutants 
in human genomes. Expression of each allele in mammalian 
cells led to mistranslation, the greatest being for the Phe- 
decoding GAA variant, which also showed a significant defect 
in global protein synthesis. In the conditions tested, we found 
no significant cytotoxicity associated with any of the variants, 
but each of the cell lines expressing a tRNALeu anticodon 
variant showed defects in GFP protein production per cell 
with increasingly significant defects seen in cells under pro-
teasome inhibition. Interestingly, these defects in protein 
homoeostasis were much less severe than the synthetic toxi-
city with proteosome inhibition that we observed in cells 
expressing a naturally occurring human Phe-decoding 
tRNASer variant [20]. The greater defect in protein homoeos-
tasis observed in cells mis-incorporating Ser at Phe codons 
compared to Leu at Phe codons likely results from multiple 
factors. Physiochemically and according to conservation in 
proteins [74], Leu is more similar to Phe than Ser. The less 
conservative substitution of Ser at Phe codons may lead to 
greater disruption in protein folding and activity.

Human tRNALeu anticodon variants exist in our popula-
tion, but the known variants are rare and represent only a few 
different anticodon sequences. This suggests that other 
tRNALeu anticodon variants might be significantly more 
toxic than the Phe- and Trp-decoding variants we character-
ized. To test our hypothesis, we used an inducible system in 
yeast to express all possible tRNALeu anticodon variants at low 
and high levels of induction. In agreement with our studies in 

mammalian cells, the Trp- and Phe (AAA)-decoding tRNALeu 

variants had minimal phenotypic impact. In contrast, the Phe 
(GAA) decoding variant showed a significant (50%) reduction 
in yeast growth. Although tRNALeu

GAA was not cytotoxic in 
murine cells, the finding in yeast is consistent with our mass 
spectrometry analysis in yeast and mammalian cells, which 
showed that tRNALeu with the GAA (Phe) anticodon displays 
more evidence of mistranslation than the Phe-decoding 
tRNALeu

AAA in N2a cells. Despite a reduced level of mistran-
slation, we did record elevated heat shock response in yeast 
cells expressing tRNALeu

AAA, indicating the accumulation of 
misfolded proteins, which is a hallmark of mistranslation 
[20,62,81,82]. In yeast, missense tRNAAla suppressors [33] 
behaved similarly to the tRNALeu variants, with tRNAAla

AAA 
and Trp-decoding variants showing little or no growth defect, 
while a significant growth reduction was identified in cells 
expressing tRNAAla

GAA.
In future work, it will be interesting to examine how 

particular pathways or proteins, perhaps based on the fre-
quency of mistranslated codons contained in their open read-
ing frames, may be differentially impacted by amino acid mis- 
incorporation. Using mass spectrometry data for such an 
analysis should be met with some caution, since mistranslated 
peptides may not be as readily detected. Indeed, mistransla-
tion that generates insoluble or aggregated protein may be 
especially challenging to detect. Further work, including more 
detailed proteomic analysis and validation studies, will likely 
identify changes to the composition of the proteome that 
reveal cellular responses to tRNA-dependent mistranslation.

Factors affecting the impact of tRNALeu variants on 
growth

The facile nature of the yeast genetic system enabled us to 
generate yeast strains containing tRNALeu with all possible 
anticodons. We identified a range of growth defects and 
found the nature of the tRNA anticodon as well as the 
tRNA gene in which the variant was placed have strong 
impacts on the magnitude of the observed phenotypic defect 
in yeast. Together the data show that the impact of the 
tRNALeu missense suppressors ranges from well tolerated to 
strongly inhibitory of growth. While we were unable to iden-
tify a single property that individually could predict impact, 
substitutions with amino acids more distinct from Leu, 
according to the BLOSUM matrix, showed greater growth 
defects on average. Despite this trend, we found exceptions, 
such as the variants that decode the highly similar isoleucine 
(Ile) reduced growth by ~40%. Although one might assume 
the substitution of one hydrophobic amino acid with another 
of similar size would be minimally disruptive, nature has 
evolved important editing activities in several tRNA synthe-
tases so that chemically similar amino acids do not contam-
inate the proteome. For example, IleRS has editing activities 
towards mis-charged Val-tRNAIle, while LeuRS de-acylates 
Val-tRNALeu and Ile-tRNALeu (reviewed in [83]).

Analysis of our data on the complete catalogue of tRNALeu 

variants in yeast suggests that specific features of the tRNA 
anticodon influence toxicity of mistranslating tRNALeu var-
iants. tRNALeu variants with more GC-rich anticodon:codon
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duplexes tended to produce greater and more significant 
growth defects. In addition, of the 15 missense suppressor 
tRNALeu mutants that include an A34 nucleotide, approxi-
mately half showed the strongest growth defect of all antic-
odons with the same cognate amino acid. The data suggest 
that, at least in some of these cases as we showed for 
tRNALeu

AAA, the A34 is modified to inosine, which can effi-
ciently decode codons that end in U, C, or A [58]. Additional 
studies will be needed to assess the decoding efficiency on 
different codons for the tRNALeu variants characterized here.

The nature of the tRNA gene also affects the level of 
missense suppression and impact on growth. Although only 
32 tRNAs are required to decode the 61 sense codons, yeast 
have multiple copies of each tRNA and encode 275 tRNA 
genes. Placing the same nonsynonymous anticodon in 

different tRNALeu isoacceptors also led to differential growth 
defects. The isoacceptors have differences in the tRNA body 
sequence, with two of the alleles we tested having SNPs in 
the B box portion of the promoter, and their flanking 
sequences are distinct. The nature of the amino acid was 
also a complicating factor. For example, among tRNA 
mutants derived from tRNALeu

UAA, the Val-decoding variant 
showed the greatest phenotypic impact, while the Thr- 
decoding tRNA derived from the tRNALeu

CAA isoacceptor 
was more toxic in yeast than the Val or Phe-decoding var-
iants derived from the same tRNALeu. The data suggest that 
there are both optimal and less ideal pairings of anticodon, 
tRNA isoacceptor sequence and replaced amino acid that can 
tune the phenotypic impact of tRNA-dependent
mistranslation.

Figure 9. Analysis of anticodon variants in different contexts.
(A) Comparison of three tRNALeu isoacceptors, UAA (YNCB0012W), UAG (YNCJ0029W) and CAA (NCG0040C). Relative growth of transformants containing tRNALeu 

variants with AAA(Phe), CGU(Thr), and AAC(Val) anticodons in minimal media lacking leucine and uracil and containing 1.0 μg/mL doxycycline. The tRNA encoding 
genes were introduced into the teto plasmid identically but with their native flanking sequence and transformed in CY8652. The data for each anticodon mutant are 
compared to data from cells transformed with wild-type tRNALeu (relative growth = 1.00, dashed line). Error bars show ± 1 standard deviation based on three 
biological replicates. Statistical analysis was computed using ANOVA (** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001) (B) Comparison of the relative growth of tRNALeu anticodon variants 
(triangles) and tRNAAla (circles). The graph is arranged from lowest to highest relative growth for the tRNALeu variants. tRNALeu variants that could not be transformed 
are indicated on the left at 0% relative growth. Anticodons for Leu and Ala are excluded. Relative growth for the tRNALeu variants is from Figure 6(e) and data for the 
tRNAAla variants is from Cozma et al. [65].
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There are other factors that contribute to the missense 
suppression levels and phenotypic defects caused by the 
tRNA variants. Our future work will focus on further defining 
mechanisms that tune the missense and nonsense suppression 
levels of tRNA variants. Previous studies identified multiple 
mechanisms that impact amino acid mis-incorporation, 
including tRNA expression level and copy number [84]. For 
example, E. coli and yeast ribosome profiling has shown that 
across the transcriptome, increased tRNA levels correlate with 
decreased decoding times on the ribosome [85]. Decoding 
efficiency of the tRNA on the ribosome [86,87], tRNA mod-
ifications [88], aminoacylation level [89], and the interaction 
of the mis-aminoacylated tRNA with elongation factor [90] 
are additional factors contributing to tRNA activity. Some of 
our results were likely impacted by different aminoacylation 
levels of the tRNALeu variants. Although the anticodon is not 
a major identity element, previous studies in yeast found that 
tRNALeu

UAG anticodon variants A35G (UGG, Pro) and G36U 
(UAU, Ile) were leucylated in vivo in yeast cells, but at a level 
that was 1.5-fold reduced compared to wild-type tRNA [8].

Some of the tRNALeu variants could in principle be ami-
noacylated with the aaRS that is ‘cognate’ to the anticodon, 
which would moderate mistranslation. Although it is possible 
that these interactions could occur, the anticodon is not the 
only essential identity element for any of the aaRSs. For 
example, the eukaryotic PheRS requires A35 and A36 in the 
anticodon along with G20, G34, A37, and A73. Eukaryotic 
TrpRS requires the complete anticodon (C34, C35, A36) and 
G1–C72, U5–G68, and A73. The tRNALeu with a Phe- 
anticodon lacks G20 and A37 [10] needed for PheRS, while 
tRNALeu with a Trp-anticodon lacks the U5-G68 pair for 
mammalian and human TrpRS [91,92]. The unusually large 
extra variable arm in tRNALeu acts as an anti-determinant 
towards non-cognate aaRSs, even those such as tRNASer that 
also contain a long variable arm [93,94].

Expression levels of tRNA variants, competition between 
suppressor tRNAs and the pool of cognate tRNAs that decode 
the same codon [21,23] or competition with release factor [95] 
in the case of nonsense suppressors, may all contribute to the 
level of translation error. To begin to understand the role of 
expression levels, we used OTTR-seq to determine the levels 
of the tRNALeu anticodon variants in mammalian cells. We 
confirmed expression of each mutant tRNA and quantified 
the tRNA anticodon mutant expression levels relative to par-
ent and competing tRNAs. The approach revealed differential 
base modification in tRNALeu

AAA that showed 45% conver-
sion of A34 to I. Thus, only half of the tRNALeu

AAA pool can 
decode both UUU/C Phe codons, while all the tRNALeu

GAA, 
which is expressed at a lower level, efficiently decodes both 
Phe codons. Fascinatingly, relative to tRNALeu

AAA, 
tRNALeu

GAA had the higher mistranslation level according to 
MS/MS analysis and the greatest impact on protein homo-
eostasis in mammalian cells and on growth in yeast. The data 
indicate that tRNALeu

GAA more effectively competes against 
tRNAPhe for insertion of Leu at Phe codons. In addition, we 
found that cells expressing tRNALeu

GAA had the most per-
turbed tRNAome overall, with 11 other tRNAs showing small 
but significantly reduced abundance in mistranslating cells. In 
future studies, we will determine if the changes in the 

tRNAome contribute the greater phenotypic defect in cells 
expressing tRNALeu

GAA.
Codon usage may also impact the efficiency of missense or 

nonsense suppression as a result of different competing pools 
of aminoacyl-tRNAs. In our studies of natural human 
tRNALeu variants, we also observed a greater level of mis- 
incorporation at the more common Phe relative to Trp 
codons in mammalian cells. In considering our anticodon 
catalogue in yeast, we found no overall correlation between 
codon usage and impact on growth (Fig. S12). In the replace-
ment of Leu for some individual amino acids (Arg and Gly) 
there is a correlation between the frequency of codons read by 
the mutant tRNA with increasing growth defect, while other 
amino acids showed no correlation. While all these factors 
play important roles, our data show that mistranslation and 
associated phenotypic defects depend on the kind of amino 
acid replacement and the nature of the tRNA, including the 
anticodon sequence and the tRNA gene in which the mis-
translating variant occurs. These are, however, only some of 
the complex factors that affect mis-incorporation levels and 
the magnitude of fitness defects.

Applications of missense and nonsense suppressor tRNAs 
in synthetic biology and therapeutics

Expansion of the genetic code with additional amino acids 
relies on the natural or synthetic evolution of additional tRNA 
and AARS pairs that do not cross react with endogenous 
tRNAs and AARSs and that possess selectivity for an unna-
tural or non-canonical amino acid (ncAA). These orthogonal 
tRNA and tRNA synthetase pairs (o-pairs) are based of several 
different AARSs [96]. For example, an o-pair derived from 
LeuRS and tRNALeu was established for site-directed incor-
poration of a photo-caged selenocysteine in proteins in mam-
malian cells to generate light inducible selenoprotein activity 
[97]. These o-pairs are desirable because of their ability to 
incorporate many kinds of ncAAs into recombinant proteins, 
and the LeuRS systems are mutually orthogonal with genetic 
code expansion systems based on pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase. 
Indeed, these systems were used together for dual labelling 
applications of proteins [98]. While most of the genetic code 
expansion field is focused on reassignment of stop codons, 
sense codon recoding or reassignment via missense suppres-
sion is another approach that can be used for the site-specific 
incorporation of selenocysteine [99] or diverse ncAAs into 
proteins [100]. Our findings suggest that nonsense or mis-
sense suppression in these systems may be improved by 
choosing an effective combination of tRNA genes and 
anticodons.

Beyond applications in synthetic biology, a new era of 
tRNA therapeutics has arrived with major breakthroughs 
that already use wild-type [101], nonsense [102] or missense 
[103] suppressor tRNAs to correct disease-causing alleles in 
cells and mice. Premature termination codon (PTC) muta-
tions account for 11% of human inherited genetic diseases 
[104,105]. Interestingly, 3% of the disease-causing PTCs are of 
a Leu codon (UUG or UUA) to a stop codon [104]. Nonsense 
suppressor tRNALeu variants may enable readthrough of these 
disease-causing alleles to produce at least some portion of the
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full length and wild-type protein. While these approaches 
might not be applicable to PTCs in genes that require high 
levels of protein production, many proteins are produced at 
greater levels than needed [17,106,107].

Established nonsense suppression approaches to therapeu-
tics are based on aminoglycosides (e.g. gentamicin, G418) or 
small molecules, like Ataluren [106], that promote ribosomal 
readthrough of stop codons (UGA, UAA, UAG) with differ-
ent amino acids at levels of 10–30% [106,108,109]. 
Aminoglycosides are least effective at UAA suppression 
[110]. Furthermore, suppressor tRNAs are more programma-
ble and selective than aminoglycosides as they will deliver 
a single kind of amino acid to one of the three stop codons. 
Suppressor tRNAs will readthrough all instances of a specific 
stop codon [111], yet off-target effects would be less than 
Ataluren, an approved treatment of a PTC that causes 
Duchenne’s Muscular Dystrophy [106]. In a breakthrough, 
a nonsense suppressor tRNA was recently delivered using an 
adeno-associated viral vector to effectively treat a mouse 
model of mucopolysaccharidosis type I, a disease caused by 
a PTC [112]. In another example, nonsense suppressor tRNAs 
resolved disease via readthrough of a PTC in cystic fibrosis 
transmembrane conductance regulator in Xenopus oocytes 
and mouse models of the disease [107]. In both cases, the 
tRNA-dependent stop codon readthrough was sufficient to 
suppress the disease causing-allele without causing toxicity 
to the animals.

Since many inherited genetic diseases are caused by mis-
sense mutations in coding genes [76,104,105], missense sup-
pressors that produce a sufficient level of a wild-type protein 
from a disease-causing allele will have broad applications for 
tRNA-based therapies [113]. Although some mutant tRNAs 
cause toxicity in cells, many missense suppressor tRNAs are 
well-tolerated in yeast [17], flies [114], human, and murine 
cells [21,103,115]. Thus, tRNA suppressors can be employed 
as therapeutic agents to correct genetic defects. For example, 
in our earlier studies in yeast, we identified a missense sup-
pressor tRNAPro mutant that generated mistranslation of Ala 
at Pro codons, without significant phenotypic defects [17]. In 
fact, the mutant tRNA pre-exists in the cell population to 
spontaneously suppress a stress sensitive missense allele of 
the co-chaperone, Tti2. A level of 6% mistranslation was 
sufficient to rescue growth under stress. Here, we identified 
many tRNALeu anticodon variants that are non-toxic to mam-
malian cells or yeast cells, at the appropriate induction level. 
Our data suggest that several different kinds of missense 
suppressor tRNALeu variants are viable routes to tRNA ther-
apeutics. Overall, our data show that by selecting the appro-
priate anticodon, tRNA gene and level of expression, tRNALeu 

variants will provide useful approaches to engineer nonsense 
and missense suppressor tRNAs for applications in synthetic 
biology and medicine.

Conclusion

We found that naturally occurring human tRNALeu anticodon 
mutants mistranslate Phe and Trp codons with Leu and cause 
defects in protein production that were not toxic in mamma-
lian cells. Two of the same variants were non-toxic to yeast, 

while a third Phe-decoding tRNALeu
GAA variant showed a 

growth defect in yeast that correlated with a higher level of 
Leu mis-incorporation in yeast and mammalian cells. We 
probed the entire genetic code for Leu mis-incorporation in 
yeast. The data revealed a complex interplay between several 
factors, including the level of tRNA induction, the sequence of 
the tRNA isoacceptor, the nature of the anticodon sequence, 
and the amino acid substitution that all contribute to mod-
ulate phenotypic defects in mistranslating cells. We observed 
generally stronger growth defects in mutant tRNAs with A34 
or with G/C rich codon-anticodon duplexes. This work will 
have broad impacts in synthetic biology for applications in 
genetic code expansion to reassign stop and sense codons in 
eukaryotic cells. Our characterization of effective but non- 
toxic missense and nonsense tRNALeu suppressors will also 
have applications in medicine as it leads towards tRNA ther-
apeutics to correct genetic defects that cause human disease.
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